Code of Conduct
Article 1: Behaviour at the event

1. All trainees and third-party participants of association events are required to adhere to
safety protocols and other regulations and obligations imposed either by the venue, the
organizers or the association itself;
2. All trainees and third-party participants of association events must treat other attendees,
organizers, and workers with all due respect;
3. It is strictly prohibited at any association event to assault other attendees, organizers,
and workers physically or verbally;
4. Any infractions of the above mentioned rules, may lead to disciplinary actions. The
TC/LC is free to choose which disciplinary consequence; it can include but is not limited
to the following:
(i) Exclusion from the next event organized by the TC/LC;
(ii) Upon repeated offence, the TC/LC may decide to exclude the person from events or
the next month;
(iii) Upon repeated and/or grave offence, the TC/LC may decide to exclude the person
from the Euroball;
(iv) Upon grave offence, if the offending party is an Association member, the TC/LC may
decide to revoke that person’s membership card;
(v) The concerned trainee has a right to defend themselves in front of the TC/LC, having
to prove why their behaviour was justified or defendable.
5. The TC/LC will do its best to assure the safety and protection of all attendees at its
events;
6. The TC/LC is not liable for any major safety infraction at events organized by third
parties which are promoted by the TC/LC;
7. All people who wish to attend an event have to register first if so declared by the TC/LC
for each particular event:
(i) Showing up without being registered or proof of registration will lead to denied access
to the event;
(ii) Should a person force their entrance to an event regardless, the rules lined out in
Article 1, point 4, i-v apply and the TC/LC is free to take disciplinary action against any
such individual.

Article 2: Event entrance & Payments

1. The TC/LC has the right to restrict access to certain events based on venue capacity or
on membership status;
2. To reduce the organisational burden and assure the safety of the attendees, all trainees
will have to sign up to an event if the TC/LC deems this necessary using a form provided
by the organisers of the event;
3. A failure to attend an event after registering through the TC/LC published registration
form can lead to disciplinary action from the TC/LC as outlined in Article 1, point 4, i-v;
4. Depending on the financial burden the event carries the TC/LC also has the right to
demand an entrance fee to pay for the necessary expenses linked to the event;
5. In the case where the event requires prior payment of the entrance fee, a failure to
submit a valid proof of payment of the full ticket price within 24 hours of registering for
the event gives the TC/LC the right to liberate the reserved spot and sell it to another
interested party;
6. A failure to pay the full amount of the entrance fee to the organizers before attending an
event can lead to the exclusion and/ or removal from the event;
(i) In the case of repeated and/or grave offense the rules outlined under Article 1, point
4, i-v come into effect;
7. The TC will not grant refunds for any tickets or purchases, regardless of the reason or
the event. There is a possibility of reselling the ticket for a price either equal or strictly
inferior to the original purchasing price. This is subject to the TC/LC’s approval and the
TC/LC must be notified by email as soon as a replacement has been found. The ticket
transfer is only valid if approved by at least one TC member. In case of a price difference
between T-Card holders and non-T-Card holder, the following rules apply:
(i) Tickets can be easily transferred from a non T-Card holder to a non T-Card holder
and from a T-Card holder to a T-Card holder;
(ii) In the case of a transfer from a non T-Card holder to a T-Card holder, the TC will not
cover the price difference between non T-Card holders and T-Card holders and the
original purchaser must bear this cost;
(iii) In the case of a transfer from a T-Card holder to a non T-Card holder, the secondary
purchaser (the non T-Card holder) must cover the price difference between non T-Card

holders and T-Card holders and must transfer this difference at once to the TC bank
account.

